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Chapter 7 

Mapping Out Complexity 

Jack: [ ... ] That, my dear Algy, 
is the whole truth pure and simple. 

Algernon: The truth is rarely pure and never simple. 
Modern life would be very tedious if it were either, 

and modern literature a complete impossibility! 

from "The Importance of Being Earnest, " Oscar Wilde 

In this chapter we analyze the (un)decidability and complexity of a number of hybrid 
logics. We discuss the effects of extending the basic modal language with nominals and 
state variables, the (-R-1) modality, the @ operator, the existential modality E, the dif
ference operator D, and the 4- binder. In Chapter 4 we have already transferred some of 
these results into description logics. A new angle which we will be investigating here is 
the behavior of hybrid languages (and hence description languages) on classes different 
from K, the class of all models. In particular, we will discuss the behavior of hybrid 
languages containing the past operator (R_1), on models which satisfy more natural 
conditions for time structures (i.e., transitivity, strict linearity and branching.) Ana
lyzing complexity results on different classes of models comes naturally in the standard 
modal logic approach, and can be related to the work of Horrocks and Sattler [1999] on 
transitive roles in description languages. 

We start by proving a sharp undecidability result for Hs{i)- This result is so general, 
that it calls for drastic restrictions on Hs (I) to come back to decidability. We will prove 
that the satisfiability problem for formulas of HsiiR-1), E,@,|) where | cannot be 
nested is decidable. We will then explore the landscape of logics around Hsi©)- We 
start by proving that local K-satisfiability for 'Hs(Q') is PSPACE-complete. In other 
words, (up to a polynomial) there are no extra computational costs when expanding 
uni-modal logic (or even multi-modal logic) with @, nominals and free variables. And, 
as we discussed in Chapter 3, these extensions do increase the expressive power of the 
language. The complexity results for 'Hs(@) contrast with the case for TisdR"1),©). 
Extending uni-modal temporal logic with just one nominal brings the complexity of 
local K-Sat to ExpTiME-completeness. We will see that this ExpTiME-completeness 
result over arbitrary frames can be tamed either by working with a more appropriate 
class of frames or by restricting to a fragment of the language. Along the way we make 
a detour through hybrid PDL: we establish upper bounds for a number of hybrid logics 
by generalizing results due to Passy and Tinchev [1991]. and De Giacomo [1995]. 

We conclude by drawing attention to the spypoint technique from [Blackburn and 
Seligman. 1995], which we use to prove both upper and lower bounds. We believe this 
technique may be useful in other settings. 
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7.1 Into Undecidability and Back 

Beautiful as %s(@,l) is, it has a drawback: its Sat problem is undecidable [Blackburn 
and Seligman, 1995]. The culprit is the I binder, @ is not needed. And the result of 
Blackburn and Seligman can be strengthened as follows. 

THEOREM 7.1. The fragment ofHsil) consisting of pure nominal-free sentences has an 
undecidable local K-Sat problem. 

We begin by quickly sketching an easy undecidability proof for the full language "HsC^ 
I). By generalizing the methods used in this simple proof, we will be led to the Spypoint 
Theorem (Theorem 7.9) and the undecidability result just stated. 

THEOREM 7.2. Local K-Sat for Us(@,i) is undecidable. 

PROOF. We will use Spaan's result [1993, Theorem 4.2.1] concerning the undecidability 
of global Sat for the class K23 of all modal frames in which every state has at most 2 
/^-successors and at most 3 two-step /^-successors. We reduce the global Sat problem 
of this logic to 7^s(©,|). Our reduction uses the spypoint technique. Let Grid be the 
conjunction of the following formulas, for s an arbitrary nominal: 

Gi @8-.Os 
G2 @sOT 
G3 %{UUix.@sOx) 
G4 @,{niy-UUl-®yn^2-®y^ix3.{®XlX2 V @XIX3 V @X2X3)) 

The exact meaning of Grid will be discussed below in the proof of Claim 7.3. but 
intuitively, it is forcing the model to contain an irreflexive point s (the spypoint) which 
has full access to a grid (i.e., a frame in K23). A warning, during this chapter we will 
sometimes denote a state in a model simply by a nominal naming it, as we just did. 

CLAIM 7.3. For every formula ip, ip is globally satisfiable on a K23-frame iff Grid A@sOp 
is satisfiable in some state of a hybrid model. 

PROOF OF CLAIM. For the left to right direction, let M Ih- ip, where M = (Af, R, V) is 
an ordinary Kripke model. Define M! as follows: M' — Mu{s}, R' = Ru{(s,m) \ m € 
M), V' = V U {(n, {s}) \ for all nominals n}. Ml is a hybrid model, for all nominals 
(including s) are interpreted as the singleton set {s}, our spypoint. We claim that if 
M IH ip then M, s Ih Grid A @sü</>. Clearly, s satisfies G\, G2 and G3. To prove G4 and 
G5, use the fact that M is based on a K23 frame. As ip is globally true at M, s also 
satisfies @sOtp. 

For the other direction, suppose Grid is satisfied in a model M. Then there exists 
a state named by s (the spypoint). By G\, s is not related to itself. By G2, s is related 
to some state, and by G3, every state which can be reached from s in two steps can 
also be reached in one step. This means that in Ms — the submodel of A4 generated 
by s — every state is reachable from s in one step. Now G4 and G5 express precisely 
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the two conditions characterizing the class K23 on one step successors of s. So. let 
M,w lh Grid A @,üy>, where vVf = (M, fl, V') is a hybrid model. Define M' as follows: 
M' = {m e M j # ( s , m ) } , R' = R\M', V' = Vfjif. Then A4' is based on a K23-frame, 
and furthermore M! lh <£>. H 

The theorem follows from the claim. QED 

We are on our way to prove Theorem 7.1. We start by analyzing the previous proof and 
generalizing the underlying ideas. The models we used in the proof above had a certain 
characteristic form. Let's pin this down: 

D E F I N I T I O N 7.4. A model M = (M, R, V) is called a spypoint model if there is an 
element s e M (the spypoint) such that -<R(s, s), and for all w G M, if w ^ s. then 
R(s,w) and R(w,s). 

Notice that any spypoint model is generated by its spy point. We will now show that with 
I we can easily create spypoint models. On such models we can simulate the @x operator 
for every variable x introduced by ix. The following proposition is straightforward: 

PROPOSITION - 7.5. Let M = (M.R.V) and s e M be such that M,s lh |s.(->Os 
A a ü j i . O ( s A O r ) A ü O s ) . Then 

i. The submodel A4S generated by s is a spypoint model with s the spypoint. 
ii. @sip is definable on Ms by (s A ip) V 0 ( s A ip). 

ut. Let g be any assignment. Then for all m G M, Ms,g,m lh @xip iff Ms,g,m lh 
@s{ipVO{xA<p)). 

Spypoint models are very powerful: we can encode lots of information about Kripke 
models inside a spypoint model. More precisely, for each Kripke model M, we define 
the notion of a spypoint model of Ai. 

D E F I N I T I O N 7.6. Let M = (M, R, V) be a Kripke model in which the domain of V is 
a finite set {px,... ,pn} of propositional variables. The spypoint model of M (notation 
Spy[X]) is the structure (M', R', V') in which 

i. M' = M U {s} U {wPl . . . . , wPn } , for s. wpi.... , wPn g M, 
ii. R' = RU{{s,x), {x,s) | x G M'\{s}} U {(x.wPi) x G M and x G V(p,)}, 

in. V' = {}. 
Let {s,xpi,... ,£p„} be a set of state variables. A spypoint assignment for this set is 
an assignment g which sends s to the spypoint s and xPi to wPi. We use m as an 
abbreviation for ->s A -^xpi A . . . A ~^xPn. Note that when evaluated under the spypoint 
assignment, the denotation of m in Spy[A4] is precisely M. 

Spy[.Vf] encodes the valuation on M and we can take advantage of this fact. Define the 
following translation from uni-modal formulas to hybrid formulas: 

IT{Pl) = 0(xPi) 

IT(-*p) = -.7T(y) 

IT(ipAip) = IT (tp) A IT (ip) 

IT(Oip) = 0(m.AlT(ip)). 
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PROPOSITION 7.7. Let M. be a Kripke model and tp a urn-modal formula. Then for any 
spypoint assignment q. .Vf lh ~p iff Spyf.Vf]. o. s lh Ofm —>• ITitp)). 

Modify the hybrid translation HT given in Section 6.1.1 to its relativized version HTm 

which also defines away occurrences of @. Let HTm(3v.(R(t,v) A tp)) be @fO|t).(mA 
HTmtp) and replace @ by definition as in Proposition 7.5.Ü) and in). 

The crucial step now is the fact that i is strong enough to encode many frame-
conditions. 

PROPOSITION 7.8. Let M = (M, R, V) be a Kripke model. Let C{y) be a formula in 
the bounded fragment in the signature {R, =} . Then for any assignment g, (M,R) lh 
Wy.C(y) if and only if Spy[M],g,s lh D|p.(m -> #Tm(C%))). 

PROOF. Immediate by the properties of HT. Proposition 7.5, and the fact that the 
spypoint is .ft-related to all states in the domain of M. QED 

THEOREM 7.9. [Spypoint theorem] Let tp be a uni-modal formula in {pi,... ,pn} and 
\fy.C(y) a first-order frame condition in {R. =} with C(y) in the bounded fragment. 
The following are equivalent. 

i. There is a Kripke model M = (M, i?, V) such that (M, R) lh Vy.C(y) and M lh tp. 
li. The following pure hybrid sentence F in the language Hs(i) is satisftable. 

F := is.(SPY A OixPl.@sOixP2@s... OixPn.@s(DIS A VAL A FR)), 

where 
SPY = ^ O S A U D | I . O ( S A O I ) A D O S 

DIS = • (Ai< i <>* -• A{-«« I 1 < 3Ï i < n})) 
VAL = D(m -> IT {tp)) 

FR = aiy.(m^HTm(C(y)). 

PROOF. The intuitions behind SPY. DIS. VAL and FR are as follows. SPY makes s a 
spypoint. DIS takes care that xPi and xp. do not hold at the same point of the model, 
for i ^ j . VAL makes tp globally true in m. And FR forces the condition C(y) in m. 
The way we have written it, F contains occurrences of ®s but this does not matter, by 
Proposition 7.5 all these occurrences can be defined away. 

To prove i) => ii), let M be a Kripke model as in i). We claim that Spy[yVt], s lh F. 
The first conjunct of F is true in Spy[.M] at s by Proposition 7.5. The diamond part of 
the second conjunct can be satisfied using any spypoint assignment g. In the spypoint 
model all wPi are pairwise distinct, hence Spy[M],g.s lh DIS. By Propositions 7.7 
and 7.8, also Spy[.M], g, s lh VAL A FR. 

For the other direction, let M,s lh F. By Proposition 7.5, the submodel Ms = 
(Ms, Rs, V8) generated by s is a spypoint model. Let g be the assignment such that 
M, g, s lh DIS A VAL A FR. By DIS, g{xPi) ^ g(xPj) for all i ^ j , and (since ->R(s, s)) 
also g{xPi) ^ s. for all i. Define the following Kripke model M' = {M',R',V), where 
M' = M\ {g(s),g(xpi) g(xPn)}. R'= R \M- and V'(Pt) = {w \ R(w,g(xPi))}. Xote 
that SpypVf'] is precisely Ms, and g is a spypoint assignment. But then by Propo
sitions 7.7 and 7.8, and the fact that Ais,g, s lh VAL A FR, we obtain M! lh tp and 
(M',R'}U-Vy.C{y). QED 
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The proof of the claimed undecidability result is now straightforward. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 7.1. We reduce the undecidable problem of deciding global sat
isfiability in the uni-modal language over the class K23 as we did in Theorem 7.2. The 
first-order frame conditions defining K23 are of the form My.C(y) with C(y) in the 
bounded fragment. Apply the Spypoint Theorem. The formula F (after all occurrences 
of @s have been term-defined) is a pure nominal-free sentence in Tis(-l). QED 

The generality of the Spypoint Theorem can be interpreted as a sign that only very 
restricted forms of binding will preserve decidability. In the rest of the section, we 
focus on the fragment of 'Hs{(R~1},^-,@,-l) containing only sentences where 4- cannot 
be nested. We will prove that this fragment is indeed decidable. 

THEOREM 7.10. The set of sentences ofHs{(R~l),E,@,l) where I appears non-nested 
has a decidable K-Sat problem. 

We need some preparation before embarking into the proof of Theorem 7.10. The 
following are properties of formulas in Hs((R~l), E, @, J,). 

PROPOSITION 7.11. 

i. For any Ai, g, m and x not in tp: M.,g,m\\- if iff M., cffM ,m\\- >p[i/x]. 
ti. Let tp be a formula with no state variables. Then for any M., m, M.,m Ih i A if 

implies M, m Ih \,x.f[i/x\. 
in. Let f be a formula with only x free. Then for any M,g, m, M,g^, m Ih i A if 

implies M,m Ih tp[x/i\. 

PROOF, i) is proved by induction on if. To prove it), suppose M, m Ih iA<f. Then by 1), 
M, [x = iM], m Ih <f[i/x\. But because M, m Ih i, iM = m and hence M, m Ih lx.ip[i/x\. 
For Hi), suppose M,g^m Ih i A if. Because m = iM, M,gfM,m Ih f\x/i][i/x] and by 
i). M. g. m Ih f\x/i\. As x was the only free variable in f we can drop g. QED 

PROOF OF THEOREM 7.10. We prove via filtrations that the fragment consisting of 
the non-nested sentences of 7is({R~l), E, @,|) has the finite model property. 

Let if be a sentence in Hs((i?_1), E, @,i) without nested occurrences of 4- and .Vf = 
(M, R. V) be a hybrid model over (REL. PROP. NOM. SVAR) such that M, m Ih tp. We 
can assume that M is labeled, i.e., each state in M makes a nominal true. 

Define the relation ~ on M as m ~ m' iff for all ip £ SF(i^), M., [x = m],m Ih 
tjj <̂> M, [x = m],m' Ih ip. Let REP be a subset of M containing exactly one member 
of each equivalence class in M/~, and let LAB be the set of its labels (LAB C NOM). 
Define Mf = {Mf, Rf, Vs) as follows. Mf = REP. Rf(m, m') iff for some n e \m\,n' e 
\m'\,R(n,ri), and V{a) = {m e REP | M,m Ih a} for a e PROP U LAB. Notice that 
M1 is a finite labeled hybrid model over the signature (REL. PROP. LAB. SVAR). 

Let CI(ip) be the smallest set containing {i^juLAB. closed under subformulas, single 
negation and the condition {Ix.w.i} C Cl{ip) => i>[x/i] G Cl{f). We will prove that 
M? satisfies the following truth lemma 

CLAIM 7.12. If tp e Cl{ip) is a sentence, then M!, m Ih tp iff M. m Ih ip. 
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PROOF OF CLAIM. The proof proceeds by induction on the complexity ofip. The atomic 
case is by definition of V' and the Boolean cases by induction hypothesis. The cases for 
the modalities, E and @ are straightforward. The only interesting case is ip = ix.9. 
[=>]. Suppose M', m lh ix.9, then M*, [x = m].m h 9. Let i be the nominal labeling 
m, then by Proposition 7.11.Hi) M^,m lh 9\x/i]. Notice that 9[x/i] is a sentence in 
Cl(tp), hence by inductive hypothesis M,m lh 9[x/i\. Using Proposition 7.11.n), we 
obtain M.m lh lx .9[x / i\[i / x] as needed. 

[<=] is proved similarly. H 

The theorem follows immediately from the claim. QED 

7.2 A Note on Nominals, @, E and D 

The existential modality E, and to a lesser extent the difference operator D, have played 
an important role in the development of hybrid languages. Note that in the presence of 
state variables E can mimic @, for E(s A tp) means exactly the same thing as ©stp. This 
is why practically everyone who has worked with nominals has also experimented with 
E. In a sense, @ amounts to a guarded use of E, where we mean "guarded" in the sense 
of [Andréka et ai, 1998], i.e., the scope of the quantifier introduced by E is restricted to 
the single point where the nominal holds. As we will see, this kind of guarding can be 
effective: hybrid logics with @ are often less complex than those which allow unrestricted 
use of E. 

The difference operator D is stronger than E. for we can define Eip as tp V Dip but 
E is not strong enough to define D. Actually. D is so strong that it can even simulate 
nominals: clearly the formula Ep A A(p —> ^Dp) forces p to be true at only one point 
in the model. This is not a new observation, Gargov and Goranko raise the same point 
in [1993] and proof systems for D-logics based on Gabbay style rules trade on this [de 
Rijke, 1992: Venema, 1991, 1993]. The following fact is perhaps more surprising: 

THEOREM 7.13. There is a polynomial reduction preserving satisfiability from any hy
brid language containing D to the fragment containing only E and nominals. 

PROOF. Let tp be a formula in the full language. In two steps, we construct a formula 
tp1Ad' without D such that tp is satisfiable iff p>' /\9' is. We take care that this construction 
can be performed in time polynomial in \tp\. We use the fact that in any Kripke model 
M, the denotation [D^;]» = {m £ M \ M, m lh Dip} of Dip can only take three values, 
namely: 

r M if IHJMI > i 

[D<p]M=\ {} ifblM = {} 
[ M\{m} ]f[lp]M = {m}. 

We now delete all occurrences of D, replacing them with nominals and A. We proceed 
inductively in the number of D operators in tp. If tp contains no D we are done. Otherwise, 
consider a subformula of the form Dv where v contains no occurrences of D. Let p' be 
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ip with this subformula replaced by a new variable pk and let 9k = A{pk f->- Dip). Clearly 
if is satisfiable iff tp1 A 0* is. An inductive application of this procedure eventually yields 
a formula ip' without occurrences of D and a conjunction 9 of formulas of the form 
A(pk o Dtp) with D not in ip. 

Now we "axiomatize" all the Dip using nominals, E, and A. For every conjunct 
9k — A(pk *+ D-i/-'), we create a formula 6'k which is the conjunction of 

Apk V k-ipk V (A(pk <-> ->4) A Epk) 

Apk -> E(-0 Aifc) AE(V>A-itAi) 

A->p* ->• A-.V 

(A(p* o -n*) A Ep*,) -> A(ip -> i,.). 

For every #&, we use a new nominal i*. Let 0' be f\9'k. It is clear that ip'/\9 is satisfiable 
iff yj' A 0' is, and 0' contains no occurrences of D. The translation produces at most a 
quadratic blow-up in the size of the formula. QED 

CO ROL L ARY 7.14. Let F be any class of Kripke frames, and let C be a modal language. 
Then 

i. if C contains D then adding nominals, @, and E modifies the complexity of ¥-Sat 
by at most a polynomial, 

li. if L contains nominals and E then adding D modifies the complexity of F-Sat by 
at most a polynomial. 

7.3 Restricting the Language 

For most of this and the next sections we will study local K-satisfiability problems. Note 
that as far as local satisfiability problems are concerned, if we replace all state variables 
in ip by nominals, obtaining ip', then ip is satisfiable if and only if <p' is satisfiable. For 
this reason we can restrict ourselves to formulas without variables in the proofs, and 
we won't need to mention variable assignments. However at the end of Section 7.3.1 
we examine the complexity of the global K-satisfiability problem for %s(@) and an 
interesting difference between nominals and state variables emerges. Also, if a language 
without state variables contains the E operator then the local and global satisfiability 
problems collapse into the same. In other words, complexity results for local Sat transfer 
from HN to Hs and if the language contains E then complexity for the local Sat transfers 
to global Sat for languages without state variables. 

7.3.1 A r o u n d Hs(@) 

Hs(@) is a very interesting sublanguage of Tis(@,\). As we have seen in Section 6.2. 
although Hs(@) does not enjoy strong interpolation, it does have weak interpolation. 
Moreover, as is shown in [Blackburn, 2000a], simple tableaux and sequent systems for 
Hs{@) can be defined by exploiting the interplay between nominals (or free variables) 
and @; the underlying ideas trace back to [Seligman. 1991]. Furthermore, Hs(@) pro
vides new expressivity at the level of frames: we can define many properties that are not 
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definable in ordinary propositions] modal logic. Moreover, pure formulas automatically 
yield complete axiomatizations for the frame classes they define. 

Thus there are many reasons for being interested in Hs(@), and a natural question 
to ask is: how high a computational price do we pay for these benefits? It turns out 
that (up to a polynomial) there is no extra computational costs. 

THEOREM 7.15. Local K-Sat forUs{<&) is PSPACE-complete. 

PROOF. The lower bound follows from [Ladner, 1977]. We show the upper bound by 
defining the notion of a £-game between two players. We will show that the existential 
player has a winning strategy for the £-game if and only if £ is satisfiable. Moreover 
every £-game stops after at most as many rounds as the modal depth of £ and the 
information on the playing board is polynomial in the length of £. Using the close 
correspondence between alternating Turing machines and two player games [Chlebus, 
1986], it is straightforward to implement the problem of whether the existential player 
has a winning strategy in the £-game on a P alternating Turing machine. This in turn 
can be transformed into a PSPACE Turing machine. We present the proof only for 
uni-modal Ks(@); it can be straightforwardly extended to the multi-modal case. 

Fix a formula f. A ^-Hintikka set is a maximal consistent set of subformulas of 
£. The £-game is played as follows. There are two players, Vbelard (male) and 31oise 
(female). She starts the game by playing a collection {X0,... , Xk} of Hintikka sets and 
specifying a relation R on them. 

31oise loses immediately if she cannot meet one of the following conditions: 
i. £ £ X0l and all others Xt contain at least one nominal occurring in £, 

it. no nominal occurs in two different Hintikka sets, 
m. for all Xh for all © ^ £ SF(£), @i<p € Xt iff {i, <p} C Xk, for some k, 
w. for all 0<p e SF(£), if R(XhXk) and O^ 0 Xh then (p 0 Xk. 

Now Vbelard may choose an Xt and a "defect-formula" Oip e Xt. 31oise must respond 
with a Hintikka set Y such that 

i. tpeY and for all Ow e SF(£), C"ip 0 Xt implies that ip 0 Y, 
ii. for all @np e SF(£), @t<p e Y iff {i, ip) C Xk, for some k, 

m. if i e Y for some nominal i, then Y is one of the Hintikka sets she played at the 
start. In this case the game stops and 31oise wins. 

If 31oise cannot find a suitable Y, the game stops and Vbelard wins. If 31oise does find 
a suitable Y (one that is not covered by the halting clause in item in) above) then Y is 
added to the list of played sets, and play continues. 

Vbelard must now choose a defect 0(p from the last played Hintikka set with the 
following restriction: in round k he can only choose defects O^ such that the modal 
depth of Oip is less than or equal to the modal depth of £ minus k. 31oise must respond 
as before. She wins if she can survive all his challenges (in other words, he loses if he 
reaches a situation where he can't choose any more defects). 

Clearly the £-game stops after at most modal depth of £ many rounds. At any stage 
of the game, the size of the information on the board is at most polynomial in the length 
of £. We claim that 31oise has a winning strategy iff £ is satisfiable. 

The right-to-left direction is clear: 31oise has a winning strategy if £ is satisfiable, 
for she need simply play by reading the required Hintikka sets off the model. The other 
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direction requires more work. Suppose 31oise has a winning strategy for the f-game. We 
will create a model M for £ as follows. The domain M is build in steps by following 
her winning strategy. M0 consists of her initial move {X0,... ,Xn}. Suppose Mj is 
defined. Then Mj+l consists of a copy of those Hintikka sets she plays when using her 
winning strategy for each of Vbelard's possible moves played in the Hintikka sets from 
Mj (except when she plays a Hintikka set from her initial move, then of course we do 
not make a copy). Let M be the disjoint union of all Mj for j smaller than the modal 
depth of £. Set R(m,m') iff for all 0<p e SF(f), O^ 0 m implies tp £ m'\ and put 
V(p) = {m € M | p e m}. Note that the rules of the game guarantee that nominals are 
interpreted as singletons. The following truth-lemma holds: 

CLAIM 7.16. For all m e M which 31oise plays in round j (i.e., m e Mj), for all <p of 
modal depth less than or equal to the modal depth of £ minus j , M, m Ih ip iff tp € m. 

PROOF OF CLAIM. By induction, the cases for atoms, Booleans and @ are simple. For 
O. if Otp e m, then Vbelard challenged this defect, so 31oise could respond with an m' 
containing ip. Since for all O^ e SF(f), Ocp £ m =>• ̂  ^ m' holds, we have R{m,m') 
and by induction hypothesis M.m Ih Otp. If O^ 0 m but R(m,m') holds, then by our 
definition of R, ip 0 m', so again M, m IK Op- H 

Since she plays a Hintikka set containing f in the first round, M satisfies £. QED 

Theorem 7.15 shows that for arbitrary frames, the guarding strategy (that is, using 
@ instead of E) pays off: adding the existential modality to ordinary uni-modal logic 
results in an ExpTiME-complete satisfiability problem (see [Halpern and Moses, 1992] 
and [Spaan. 1993]). 

But what about the global K-Sat problem? ExpTlME-hardness for HN(@) obtains 
as a corollary of Spaan:s proof [1993] of the ExpTiME-completeness of the local K-Sat 
problem of uni-modal logic plus the existential modality. A matching upper bound 
follows from Corollary 7.21 below. Interestingly, things are very different if we expand 
the uni-modal language with variables instead of nominals. 

Recall from Section 3.3 that M Ih ip is defined to hold iff for all g. M,g Ih ip. That 
is, g is not held constant. Now, if there are no state variables in ip, g is irrelevant and 
global satisfiability is ExpTiME-complete. But if ip is allowed to contain free variables, 
the implicit universal quantification in the definition certainly does change matters. In 
effect, we are surreptitiously using the V quantifier, and we wind up with an undecidable 
global Sat problem. 

THEOREM 7.17. The global K-Sat problem ofHs(@) is undecidable. 

PROOF. Let ^ be the formula (Oxj A Ox2 A Ox3) -» D(xj o x2 V xi -H- X3 V x2 <+ x3). 
Then for every model M. M Ih ip iff M Ih yyxlx2x3.((Ryx1 A Ryx2 A Ryx3) -> (xi = 
x2 V xi = x3 V x2 = x3)). I.e.. if expresses that every world has at most two R-
successors. Similarly we can create a formula without propositional variables expressing 
that every world has at most three two-step i?-successors. Hence we can enforce K23 

models and Spaan's undecidability result applies. QED 
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Note that this argument makes no use of @, hence undecidability actually obtains for 
Hi,. And the result can be sharpened even further: if the language contains at least 
three modalities, then we obtain an undecidable global consequence problem for the 
sublanguage containing only one propositional variable; again, no use is made of @. 

7.3.2 Around ^s((^_ 1),@) 
The addition of nominals in temporal logics behaves quite differently than for the modal 
language. In fact, expanding the basic tense logic with even a single nominal or free 
variable leads to an exponential increase in complexity for the local satisfiability problem 
(assuming P S P A C E / E X P T I M E ) . 

T H E O R E M 7.18. Local K-Sat for "Ww({i?-1)) with at least one nominal is E X P T I M E -
hard. 

P R O O F . We will reduce the ExpTiME-complete global K-Sat problem for uni-modal 
languages to the local K-Sat problem for ^ ( ( - R - 1 ) ) containing at least one nominal s 
which we will use as our spypoint. 

Define the following translation function -(: pl = p, (—'v?)* = -up1, (jp A ?/>)( = <p* A ipl, 
(Oif)1 = (R)((R~l)s A ipl). Note that s is a fixed nominal in this translation. Clearly -( 

is a linear reduction. We claim that for any formula tp, <p is globally K-satisfiable if and 
only if s A [i?]((/?_1)s ->• <pf) is K-satisfiable. 

For the left to right direction, let M lh (p, where M = (M,R,V) is an ordinary 
Kripke model. Define M' as follows: M' = M U {s}, R' = Ru {(s,m) \ m G M}, 
V' = V U {(n, {s}) J for all nominals n} . We claim that for all m G M, for all ip, we 
have M., m lh tp if and only if M', m lh tp1. This follows by a simple induction. The only 
interesting step is for O: 

M,m\\- Oip 
» 3 m ' e M . ( f i ( m , m ' ) k M, m' lh if)) 
<S> 3m'eM'.(R'(m, m') k M', m' lh ip1 k R'(s, m') (by IH and definition of R') 
&M',m\\- {R){{R-l)s Atj)*) 
<s> M', m lh (O^) ' . 

It follows that M'. s lh s A [/?]((ü_1)s -> tp*), as desired. 
For the other direction, let M, w lh s A [R]((R~1)s -> tp1), where M = (M, R, V) is a 

hybrid model. Define M' as follows: M' = {m G M \ R(w, m)}. R' = RlM>. V' = Vm<-
We claim that for all m G M', for all ?/), Ad, m lh T/J' if and only if Ad', m lh ip. Again we 
only present the inductive step for O: 

M.m\^(R)({R-1)sAiPt) 
<* 3m' G M.(R(m, m') k R(w, m') k M, m' lh rjj*) 
^ 3m' G M'.(R(m, m') k R{w, m') k M, m' lh ^ ' ) 
<* 3m' G M'.(R'(m, m') k Ad', m' lh 0) (by IH and definition of M') 
<̂> M'. m lh Oijj. 

For all m G M', R(w.m) holds and then M.m lh {R~1)s. So. since also M.w lh 
[i?]((i?_1)s -> ^), we have for all m G M', M. m lh p ' . Hence Ad' lh <p. QED 
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We can use similar ideas to provide a lower bound for satisfiability of sentences with 
non-nested I in Hs(@, | ) . Define {Oip)* as {R)((Q)s A ixMs(Q)x A <^(). Then again 

PROPOSITION 7.19. A basic modal formula <p is globally satisfiable iffsA[Q]((Q)s —> tp1) 
is locally satisfiable. 

Hence the local satisfiability problem of the non-nested downarrow fragment of'Hs(@i4) 
is ExpTlME-hard. Even though we used two modalities in the encoding above, we can 
do with only one by using the ExpTlME-hard global satisfiability problem of the basic 
modal language over symmetric frames. 

We should now provide a matching upper bound for Theorem 7.18, but in fact we 
will prove a stronger result. Even though the addition of just one nominal to the basic 
tense language yields an ExpTlME-hard local K-Sat, adding further nominals, multiple 
forwards and backwards looking modalities, and even the existential modality, does not 
take us any higher in the complexity hierarchy. 

We will establish this by extending known results for nominal PDL. It is known 
that the local satisfiability problem of nominal PDL enriched with E is solvable in EXP-
TIME [Passy and Tinchev, 1991]. Moreover, De Giacomo's results [1995] on PDL-like 
description languages containing the Ö operator show that the satisfiability problem for 
nominal PDL with converse is solvable in EXPTIME. On connected frames — assuming 
a finite repertoire of atomic programs — the existential modality is definable in converse 
PDL. But to establish the upper bounds we want, we need to know that we can have 
access to both converse programs and E on arbitrary frames and still stay in EXPTIME. 

And in fact, we can. Once again, we make use of a spypoint argument, but this time to 
obtain an upper bound. 

THEOREM 7.20. Local K-Sat for nominal PDL with converse and the existential modal
ity is solvable in EXPTIME. 

PROOF. Let £ be a formula in this language. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that the converse operator is only applied to atomic programs. We will transform f into 
a formula without occurrences of E and then use De Giacomo's result. Let s be a nominal 
and a be an atomic program not occurring in £. Define f' by recursively replacing every 
occurrence of E^ in £ by (o~~l)(s A (o-)^), obtaining a formula without occurrences of E. 
Now transform the programs occurring inside the modalities in £ by replacing atomic 
programs p (converse programs p~l) by p: (a~1)s? (respectively p~l: (<r_1)s?). We claim 
that £ is satisfiable iff f' A {o~l)s is satisfiable. Since £( A {o-~1)s is in the language 
covered by De Giacomo's ExpTiME-algorithm, this claim proves the theorem. 

The left to right direction of the claim is obvious: just add a new state to the model, 
make s true there, and let that state be a-connected to all other states. 

For the other direction, let M = {M, {R%}. V) satisfy £' A {o-~x)s at w and let s be 
the denotation of s. Let M.' be the submodel of M obtained by restricting the universe 
M to the set M' = {x e M Ra(s,x)}. We claim that for all subformulas if) of f, for all 
x e M', M'. x lh i> <=> M, x \\- ip. 

As w € M', this provides us with the desired result. The proof of the claim goes by 
the usual double induction needed for inductive proofs in PDL. The proof is straightfor
ward given the following observations: the translation of E formulas works because we 
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restricted the model to successors of the spypoint s: and M is a generated submodel of 
.Vf for the new "atomic" programs p; {a~1)s? and p~l\ {a~1)sr'. occurring in £*. QED 

COROLLARY 7.21. Local K-Sat for'Hs{{R~1),£) is ExpTiME-complete. 

PROOF. Define a linear translation •' of formulas of nominal tense logic (without @) 
into formulas of nominal PDL with converse as follows: (aY=a for all atoms a, (-i£)' 
= AO\ K A 9f = (0 ( A (9)K ((R)Ol = (r)(C)(, ((R-'W = ( r - 1 ) ® ' , and (E£)( = 
E(£)!. Here r is a fixed atomic program. It is easy to see that ip is satisfiable iff (ip)1 is 
satisfiable. QED 

7.4 Restricting the Class of Frames 

The ExpTiME-complete result for WH((R~X)) sounds like bad news, but perhaps we 
can do better. (R'1) usually receives a temporal interpretation (we have ourselves been 
referring to temporal and tense logics in the previous section). So we should investigate 
the behavior of 'H^((R~1)) of frames which are "time like" and not just on any arbitrary 
frame. If we think of the states of a Kripke model as time points, view R as the temporal 
precedence (or earlier-than/later-than) relation and read (R~x)ip as "cp occurs in the 
past," then we should require R to be (at least) transitive. We will now examine the 
complexity of hybrid logics over frame classes that are relevant for temporal logic, like 
strict partial orders (linear time) and transitive trees (branching time). 

7.4.1 Transitive Frames 

We start with hybrid languages without (R~1)- We know from [Ladner, 1977] that 
the local Sat problem for ordinary uni-modal logic over transitive frames is PSPACE-

complete. What happens when we add nominals and @? Again, nothing. In fact we 
can even add the existential modality E while staying in PS PACE. 

THEOREM 7.22. Sat over transitive frames for %w(@, E) is PSPACE-complete. 

PROOF. Given Ladneris result, we only need to provide an upper bound. We only 
consider formulas without occurrences of @ as this operator can be defined away using 
E: @j</5 is equivalent to E(iA<p). The proof will be similar to Theorem 7.15. For a formula 
£ we will define a two player £-game. The £-game is designed so that it halts after at 
most |SF(f)| rounds. Moreover, at each stage of the game at most |SF(£)| Hintikka sets 
are on the board. 

Fix a formula f. The £-game is played as follows. Bloise starts by playing a collection 
{X0.... , Xfr} of Hintikka sets. She must now choose Hintikka sets so that the following 
three conditions hold: 

i. £ G X0, and \{XQ, ... ,Xk}\ is smaller than |SF(f)|, 
ii. no nominal occurs in two different Hintikka sets, 

Hi. for all Xi, for all Eip € SF(£), E<p € Xi iff <p € X^, for some k. 
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If 31oise cannot find Hintikka sets satisfying these conditions, she loses the game imme
diately. If she can, the game continues. Vbelard chooses an Xi and a ''defect formula" 
Oip £ Xi. 31oise must respond with a Hintikka set Y such that 

i. if eY and for all Oip G SF(£), O^ £ Xt implies that Oip £ Y and v <?Y. 
it. for all Ep G SF(f), if <p G F then E^ G 1". and E,; G V' iff E^ G Xu 

in. if z' G Y for some nominal i, then Y is one of the Hintikka sets she played at the 
start. In this case the game stops and 31oise wins. 

If Bloise cannot find a suitable Y, the game stops and Vbelard wins. If 31oise does find 
a suitable Y (one that is not covered by the halting clause in item in) above) then Y is 
added to the list of played sets, and play continues. At each stage, Vbelard must choose 
a defect Oip from the last played Hintikka set. To ensure that the the length of the game 
is bounded by |SF(£)|. we keep a list of the O-formulas Vbelard plays, and we insist that 
if he plays a formula 0<p a second time, 31oise has to respond with the Hintikka set she 
played when he challenged with Oip the first time. If this (forced) response does not 
meet the three criteria just listed, she loses; but if it does meet these criteria, she wins. 
Either way, the game stops immediately. 

CLAIM 7.23. 31oise has a winning strategy in the £-game iff £ is satisfiable in the class 
of transitive hybrid models. 

PROOF OF CLAIM. 

[=*•]. Suppose 31oise has a winning strategy for the f-game. We build a model M for £ as 
follows. The domain M is built as in Theorem 7.15. Set R(m, m') iff for all Oip G SF(£), 
Oip jÉ m => [0<p £ m' & ifi $ m'}. Let V(a) = {m G M \ a G m}, for all atoms a in 
SF(£); and if i is any nominal not in SF(£), then V(i) is an arbitrary singleton subset 
of M. Clearly M is a transitive hybrid model. The following truth-lemma holds is easy 
to prove: for all ip G SF{£), for all m £ M, M, m lh ip if and only if v G m. 

[<=]. Suppose £ is satisfiable. That is, suppose there is some hybrid model M. and 
a point m0 such that M,m0 lh £. We define the model M? = {Mf,R/,Vf} as the 
transitive filtration of M through SF(£). I.e., or each state m G M, let \m\ be the set 
of all states in M that agree on all formulas in SF(£). Then, 

i. M! = {\m\ | is a state in M}. 
n. Rf(\m\, \m'\) iff for all ip, if O^ G SF(f) and M.m f Oip. then M,m' \f v. and 

M,m'fOip. 
Hi. V'{a) = {\m\ | M.,m lh a}, for all atomic symbols a G SF(£), and V ' assigns 

arbitrary singletons to nominals not in SF(£). 
Then Mf is a finite model, Mf, \m0\ lh f, and moreover each state in Mf is a Hintikka 
set over ^. Think of 31oise as consulting Mf as she plays, and choosing her moves from 
its states. For her first move. 31oise chooses \m0\ (as this is a point in M.* that contains 
£), and each state of M? that contains a nominal and for every Eijj G SF(£), if ip is 
satisfied in M.f, just one \m\ such that M^. \m\ lh ip. Clearly her first move satisfies 
the required conditions. Now for the crucial point: when Vbelard chooses a defect Otp 
from a Hintikka set X, 31oise responds with a maximal R-^-successor Y of X such that 
Y contains tp; as M? is finite, such a Y exists. It is this choice that enables 31oise to 
successfully play the same Hintikka set twice if Vbelard chooses a defect Oip twice. For 
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suppose 31oise has played Y in response to a defect Otp in X. Then suppose that at 
some later stage Vbelard points to the defect Op in Z. for Z a successor of X. Bloise 
consults the model, looking for a maximal Rf successor of Z that contains tp. But as 
Rf(X,Z), any such point will also be a maximal Rl successor of X that contains tp. 
Thus Y is a suitable choice, and by playing it again she wins immediately. Thus 31oise 
has a winning strategy for the £-game. This completes the proof of the right to left 
direction of our claim. H 

The theorem follows directly from the claim. QED 

So far, so good: nothing strange happens when we add transitivity to the basic hybrid 
language. But as we will now show, transitivity is not enough to tame hybridization 
when the backward looking modality (R~l) is present. 

THEOREM 7.24. Local Sat for transitive frames in "Hw((/?-1)) is ExpTiME-hard. 

PROOF. We will reduce the ExpTiME-complete global K-Sat problem for uni-modal 
languages to the local Sat problem over transitive frames of Tin^R'1)) with at least 
one nominal. We assume without loss of generality that the propositional variables in 
the hybrid language are those of the uni-modal language plus four extra propositional 
variables 0, 1, 2, and 3. Define the translation •' as follows: 

p* = p 

H>)* = V 
(tp A iff = tp1 Aip( 

(OpY = {R)(lA{R-1){2A(R){3A(R-l){0A(R-1)iApt)))). 

Clearly •' is a linear reduction. The intuition behind this translation is to mimic one 
.R-step in an ordinary Kripke frame by a zigzag transition in a transitive hybrid frame. 

Wl lh 1 «,'3 lh 3 

/ \ / \ 
tulhO w2\\-2 u/lhO 

The picture above shows how an arrow from w to w' in the original model would be 
encoded in the transitive model, with intermediate stops at Wi, M>2 and w^- The propo
sitional symbol 0 will mark the elements of the original model, the others are auxiliary 
in the encoding. 

CLAIM 7.25. For any uni-modal formula tp, tp is globally K-satisfiable iff i A (R)0 A 
[R](0 —> pl) is satisfiable in a hybrid model based on a transitive frame. 

PROOF OF CLAIM. 

[=>]. Suppose M lh p, where M = (M,R,V) is a Kripke model. We now define a 
transitive hybrid model M! = (M',R', V') as follows: 
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M' = (M x {0.1.2. 3}) U {s}, for s <£ M x {0.1, 2. 3}. For x € {0,1. 2, 3}, Mx is 
{(m.x) | m € M}. In what follows, we will use the notation mx instead of (m,x), 
x e {0.1. 2. 3}. Points in M° will correspond to the points in the Kripke model 
M.\ points in M1, M2 and M3 are a "coding spacev in which we can construct the 
transitive relation we require. The point s is our spypoint. 
R' is defined as follows 

a = XQ, b = x3 for some x 6 M, or 

a = x2.b = x3 for some x € M, or 

R'(a, b) <=> { a = x2. b = X\ for some x £ M, or 

a = y0, b = X\ for some y,x 6 M & ƒ?(?/, x). or 
a = s 

i?' codes an iï-transition from point y to a- in M as a forward step from y0 to Xi 
followed by a backward, forward, backward sequence from X\ to x3. This zig-zag 
sequence corresponds to the nesting pattern modalities in the translation clause 
for O. We leave the reader to verify that R' is a transitive relation. Note that the 
spypoint can see every point in the model. 
If p is a propositional variable not in {1.2,3,4}, then V'(p) = {m0 J m G V(p)}; 
for p e {1,2,3,4}. Vip) = MP. and V'(t) = {s}. 

It follows by induction that for all m £ M. for all uni-modal formulas ip, M, m lh ip iff 
7W, m0 lh ip1. The interesting step is Oxjj. Proving M, m lh Oip implies M', m0 lh (O0)' 
is easy. For the other implication, suppose that M',m0 lh (Oip)1. Then M',m0 lh 
(J?)(l A (JR"1)(2 A (R){3 A (i?-')(0 A (7?-])z A ij/)))). This implies that there exist 
ai e M\ b2 e M2, c3 6 M3 and n0 G M° such that 

a,\ c3 

mo b2 n0 lh ^ ( 

But by the definition of R' it follows that ai = ni, b2 = n2, and c3 = n3. Hence, 
as i2'(mo5ai)- it follows that R(m,n). Moreover, as M',n0 lh ip*, by the inductive 
hypothesis M, n lh ip. Thus Al, m lh <>ip. 

From this equivalence it follows that M', s lh i A (i?)0 A [R](0 —> v?*), and we have 
proved the left to right direction of our claim. 

[•*=]. Suppose M. w lh i A (R)0 A [R](0 -)• )̂*), where M = (M, R, V) is a transitive 
hybrid model. Define a Kripke model M! as follows: 

M' = {m e M I i?(w, m) & A^,m lh 0}. Note that M' / { }, for M, w lh (J?)0. 
R' = {(m,n) e M' x M' \ 3a,b,c e M.(R(m,a) & R(b,a) k R(b,c) k R{n,c) 
k X . a l h l &M,b\\-2kM,c\\-3)}. 
V' = Vtu>. 
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It follows by induction that for all m G M', for all uni-modal formulas v, M.m lh 
i.•' iff M!,m Ih ip. Only thp stpp for O is interesting. That M,m Ih v' implies 
M',m Ih ip is straightforward. For the converse, suppose M!,m Ih Oxp. Then 3n G 
M'.(R'(m,n) & .M',71 lh J/>). As n G M. we have that R(w,n), hence by the definition 
of R, 3n,a,b,c e M.(R{m.a) & R{ka) & R{b,c) & i?(n,c) &R(w,n) & X ' . n lh 0), 
Moreover a, b, c satisfy 1,2, and 3 respectively. By the inductive hypothesis M, n lh ipl. 
Hence, as w denotes i and R(w, n), and as all points in M' satisfy 0, we have M,n\\-
0 A Pi A 0'. It follows that M,m lh (O0)(. 

From this equivalence and M, w Ih [R](0 -¥ ^() it follows that M' lh ip, and we have 
established the right to left direction of our claim. H 

The theorem follows directly from the claim. QED 

Clearly, (R~l) played a crucial role in this proof, so if we want a PSPACE or lower 
satisfiability result we will need to add further restrictions "to the past" to tame temporal 
hybridization. We will learn how to do this in the following section. Now for the upper 
bound, thanks to the Kleene star in PDL we can again use Theorem 7.20. 

COROLLARY 7.26. Sat for transitive frames in 7is{(R~l),E) is ExpTiME-complete. 

PROOF. Define a linear translation •" which is identical to •' in Corollary 7.21 for 
atoms and Booleans, but handles (R) and (R"1) as follows: {(R)Qa = (r;r*)(£)u, and 
((i?-1)f) t( = (T~1; (^_1)*)(f)(t- It is easy to see that ip is satisfiable over a transitive 
frames iff (ip)tt is satisfiable. QED 

Hence, temporal hybridization on transitive frames still moves us outside the complexity 
class of the original logic. But from now on things get better. Two main kinds of 
transitive structures are usually considered as standard representations of time: strict 
total orders for linear time, and transitive trees for branching time. In the next two 
sections we will prove that in both cases hybridization is tamed. 

7.4.2 Strict Linear Orders 

For many applications time is modeled as linear. In particular, many temporal logics 
used in software and hardware verification assume a linear structure which corresponds 
with the sequence of states that a run of a program goes through [Pnueli. 1977: Manna 
and Pnueli. 1992]. 

Of course, choosing linearity leaves many interesting options open, such as whether 
density or discreteness holds, and whether or not initial and final points in time exist. 
But complexity-wise such choices are irrelevant: the complexity of the satisfiability 
problem for 'HN({R^1)) over any subclass of the class of strict total orders is the same 
as for M{(R~1)). Given our remarks in Section 7.2 this should not come as a surprise: 
over strict total orders, (R) and {R~1} are strong enough to define D, as Dip o ((R)<p\/ 
(R^1)^) is valid. Thus we can eliminate all occurrences of nominals (and © and E) by 
simulating them using D: in effect, we do the reverse of what we did in Theorem 7.13. 
Some care has to be taken to avoid a blow up in formula size during the elimination 
process, but it is easy to define an inductive replacement similar to the one used in the 
proof of Theorem 7.13. Thus: 
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THEOREM 7.27. Let S be a subclass of the class of strict total orders. Up to a polynomial 
the complexity of local S-Sat is the same for "H«(0, E, D, @) as it is for M((R~1)). 

On many natural linear flows of time (for example, the class of all strict total orders, or 
the class containing only (Q, <)) the complexity of Sat for MUR^1)) is XP-complete 
[Ono and Nakamura, 1980; Clarke and Sistla. 1985], that is, no worse than prepositional 
calculus, so "HN(C>, E, D, @) will inherit these results. 

Theorem 7.27 may seem a bit like cheating. We don't pay any computational cost, 
but this is because hybridization over strict total orders does not increase the expressive 
power at our disposal. This is true, but it misses the point. In many applications of 
temporal logic, reference to times is not an optional extra, it is fundamental. Xominals 
can be seen as (and have been called) "clock variables" [Bull, 1970], and @tp read as "at 
the /-o'clock p". It is clear that they might come handy when specifying the temporal 
behavior of a system. To handle such problems naturally, we need formalisms which 
allow us to deal with temporal reference directly, and adding @ and nominals gives us 
an adequate level of abstraction. It is this level of abstraction (rather than the lower 
level offered by D) that needs to be isolated and explored. 

7.4.3 Transitive Trees 

In discussions of temporal logic in philosophy, natural language semantics, and computer 
science, the following intuition plays an important role: while several possible futures 
may be allowed, the past has a linear structure. To put it another way, it is often 
assumed that time has a tree-like structure, with the branching occurring only towards 
the future. Formal analysis of this conception of time go as far back as the work of 
William of Ockham in the fourteenth century [Ockham, 1969]. Logics for branching-
time have also been actively investigated in computer science [Ben-Ari et al., 1983; 
Emerson and Halpern, 1986]. 

Call a directed graph (T, <} a tree if it is acyclic and connected, and every node has 
at most one predecessor. A transitive tree is the transitive closure of a tree. In this 
section we are interested in the satisfiability problem of %N(( -R - 1 ) ) over such frames. 

Note that the spypoint argument used to prove ExpTiME-hardness in Theorem 7.24 
will not work for transitive trees: the encoding of transitivity in the model M' made 
crucial use of branching towards the past (points in M1 look back to points in M° and 
M2). And in fact, if we demand that our frames are transitive trees, we tame (i?_1) and 
drop back into PSPACE. The key intuition comes from inspecting the structure of the 
past in a transitive tree: if we generate the submodel by the converse of the accessibility 
relation from any point in a transitive tree, we obtain a strict linear order. Thanks to 
this property it will be easy to satisfy past formulas in small structures. Future formulas 
will require more work, particularly when they interact with nominals. Nonetheless, we 
will be able to show that all the required computations can be carried out in PSPACE. 

NP-Complete Sub-fragments. Before we prove the announced PSPACE-result. con
sider the sub-fragment of T-LNÜR'1))

 m which we only have (R) formulas of the form 
(R)i A [R\({R)i —> ip) for one fixed nominal i. Such a formula says that there is a state 
named i in the future and that ip holds at every state between now and the state named 
;'. In other words, (R)i A [R]((R)i —> ip) says the same thing as Until(i, <p). 

http://Fram.es
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For this fragment every satisfiable formula can be satisfied in a model of size polyno
mial in thp length of the formula, yielding NP-completeness. This is shown by a simple 
submodel generation argument. Let .Vf, m h ip. If .Vf. m lh (R)i, create a submodel by-
considering the i-named state plus all its predecessors; otherwise create a submodel by 
taking m plus all its predecessors. In both cases we obtain a linear model which still 
satisfies <p at m. Since the models are linear, we can now use standard techniques from 
temporal logic to create a poly-size model for tp. Here again, we obtained a reduction 
in complexity by guarding the modalities with nominals. An inspection of the above 
argument shows that the restriction to just one nominal as guard is not needed. Whence: 

THEOREM 7.28. Let C be the sublanguage of nominal tense logic in which every occur
rence of a formula (R)ip is of the form (R)((R)i A <p), for some i, ip. Every C formula 
which is satisfiable on a transitive tree is satisfiable on a transitive tree of size polynomial 
in the length of the formula. 

In the proof of the next theorem we use the corollary that the same results hold for 
formulas of the form (R)((R)(ii V. . . Vik) Ay>). You can see this by distributing out the 
disjunctions. This formula can be used to distinguish future formulas that need their 
witnessing state before any named state from ones which don't. Suppose in A4 there 
are only finitely many states named by a nominal, say i i , . . . .ik- Let M.m lh (R)p-
Then either M, m lh (fl)((#)(z'i V . . . V ik) A ip) or M, m lh (i?) (-.(#) (ix V . . . Vik) Aip). 
If the latter is false, this means that if has to be true between m and some named state. 

THEOREM 7.29. Local Sat for nominal tense logic over the class of transitive trees is 
PSPACE-complete. 

PROOF. PSPACE-hardness follows from results in [Ladner, 1977]. The real work is 
to prove the PSPACE upper bound. Our argument will be similar to the one used in 
Theorem 7.22, but now we should construct the appropriate tree structure in the game 
played by Vbelard and Bloise. Instead of Hintikka sets, the players will use sequences of 
Hintikka sets which will play the role of branches in the model. But let us set up the 
game; first we define the following notions. 

For any formula £, define the closure set Cl(£) as the smallest set containing f, 
closed under subformulas, single negation and under the following rule: if i G C7(£) 
then (R^1)! G Cl(£). Fix £. A thread is a finite labeled frame (T. <./} such that: 

i. < is a weak total order (i.e.. < is transitive and trichotomous), 
ii. l:T-> Pow(Cl(0), 

m. I labels with maximal consistent Hintikka sets over C7(£), 
iv. if i G l{x) then (R^)i & l{x). 
v. \T\ < \{(R~l)f e CL(0} u {(R)<p e CL(0}\ + 1. 

vi. (Future coherence) if {R)f> £ l{x) and x < y, then {(R)if, if} n l(y) = {}. 
vii. (Past saturation) (R~l)f € l(y) iff for some x, x < y and ip G l(x). 

The size |i| of a thread t = (T. <./) is |T|, and we say that £i = (Ti,<i,Zi) and 
t2 = (T2,<2,fe) fit at x e Ti CiT-2 iff (Tu <i,/i)r{S67i «<,*} = {T2,<2- h)\{s€T2\s<,x}-
Two threads fit if there exists an x such that they fit at x. You can think of threads as 
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"'pieces of branches." we will construct full branches, and in the long ran the full tree 
model, by "superposing" threads. 

We first take care of the trivial case when |£| = 1. Then £ is either an atom or a 
logical constant, and satisfiability is trivial. From now on we assume |£| > 1. We can 
now specify the game for Vbelard and Bloise. She should set up the playing board by 
specifying a collection .\/0 of threads such that: 

i. for some thread t = (T, <.l) G M0, for some x G T. £ G l(x), 
it. each two threads in Mo fit, 

tri. the number of threads in M0 is less than |NOM(C7(£))| + 1. 
iv. for each nominal i in SF(f) there is a thread t = (T, <. I) G M0, and x G T such 

that i G l(x), 
v. let i be a nominal in SF(f), ii, t2 two threads in M0 and X\ G Ti, x2 € T2 be such 

that i G h(xi) and i G l2(x2), then X\ = x2 and t\ and t2 fit at X\, 
vi. (Necessary pre-nominal saturation) if there is t% = (7\, <i,l\) G M0 such that for 

xi G Ti, {(i?)r-. (/?);'} C Zi(xi), then there is t2 = {Ti,<2,h) G M0 such that <2 

fits t\ at Xi and there is an X3 G T2 such that i G l2{x3) and either <£ or (R)<p in 
^2(̂ 3)1 or there is another x2 G T2 satisfying X\ <2 x2 <2 x3 and ip G l2(x2). 

The "necessary pre-nominal saturation" condition deserves comment. With this condi
tion, we are asking 31oise to take care of the demands of the form O^ which have to be 
satisfied at a witnessing state which is a predecessor of some nominal. All in all, the 
rationale behind MQ is that — when the threads are fitted together — it can be seen 
as a transitive tree model in which no nominal occurs in the label of two distinct states 
and in which all necessarily pre-nominal future formulas have a witnessing state. 

If Bloise cannot set up the board she loses. Otherwise Vbelard chooses one of the 
threads in M0, which will be the thread in use in the round. To start with, all the 
elements in the thread in use are available. In each round there will be a thread t in 
use, with a subset of its domain available for Vbelard to pick from. Furthermore we will 
keep a table S containing for each (R)<p formula in C7(£) a natural number S((R)<p). 
At the start, for all (R)ip G C/(f), S((R)ip) = |£|. 

We are now ready to specify the movements of the players. In each round, Vbelard 
points to an element x among the available elements in the thread t in use, and to a 
formula (R)<p in l(x). x should be a maximal element containing (R)(p. Formally, for all 
y G t. x < y implies (R)<p, <p 0 l(y) and furthermore, there is no thread t" = (T". <". /") 
on the board, fitting t at x such that either (R)<p or ip are in l"(y) for some x <" y. 

Bloise's answer depends on the value recorded for the formula chosen by Vbelard. 

If S((R)<p) > 1, then she should play a thread t' = {V. <'. I') such that t' fits t at x, 
there is y G T' such that if G l'(y) and x <' y, neither i nor (R)i is in l'(z) for x < z, 
i G NOM, and \{z G T" | x <' z}\ < S((R)ip). If she cannot present such a i', she 
loses. Otherwise, t' becomes the thread in use and {z G T" [ x <' z} the available 
Hintikka sets for Vbelard. Furthermore S((R)>p) is updated to \{z £T' j x <' z}\. 
If S({R)f) = 1. then (R)ip has been played by Vbelard before. 31oise should 
pick the Hintikka set e' containing tp that fixed the defect the last time Vbelard 
challenged (R)cp. If t' = (Tl{zeTiz<x} U {n},< U{(y,n) \ y G T}.1 U (n,e')) for 
n 0 T is a thread she wins. Otherwise she loses. 
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Notice that the values in S decrease as Vbelard repeats choices of {R)<p (which he 
cannot avoid as Cl(£) is finite). This ensures termination of the game in at most 
\{(R)^P G Cl(£,)}\ * |f | steps. To prove the theorem we should now establish that Bloise 
has a winning strategy in the game described above if and only if f is satisfiable; and 
then observe that in each game only a polynomial number of Hintikka sets are displayed 
on the board. (The extra information contained in the table S can obviously be coded 
using just linear space in the length of f.) 

C L A I M 7.30. Bloise has a winning strategy for the f-game iff f is satisfiable in a model 
based in a transitive tree frame. 

P R O O F OF C L A I M . 

[=>] Suppose 31oise has a winning strategy in the f-game. We construct a model M = 
(N, R, V) as follows. Let M be the set of threads ever played by 31oise in her winning 
strategy. N is obtained by "superposing" one by one any two threads in M at their 
fitting point. More precisely, given two threads t and t' there is a maximal point x such 
that t and t' fit. Hence for any thread t we can identify a maximal point x such that t fits 
with some other thread at x. The elements above x are "unique" to t; ensure uniqueness 
by renaming and let M' be the set of threads obtained in such a way. Notice that after 
such a renaming, for any element x of any thread in M' we can uniquely identify a 
Hintikka set corresponding to x, and for any two elements x, y in threads t = (T, <, I), 
t' = (T', <', I') in M, if x, y G T n T' then x < y iff x <' y. Let N be the union of all 
elements in threads in M', R be the union of the < relations, and let V assign to an 
atomic symbol a the elements x in N such that a is in the Hintikka set corresponding 
to x. If i is a nominal not in SF(f) then V(i) is any singleton set in N. Since during 
the setting up of the board nominals in M0 are assigned to unique elements and 31oise 
never plays threads with new Hintikka sets containing nominals in her winning strategy, 
V is a hybrid valuation. 

The following truth lemma holds in A/": let ip G C7(f), and s be any element in A7, 
then J\f, s lh ip iff p G H(s), where for any x in N, H(x) is the Hintikka set corresponding 
to x. This would set the left-to-right direction of the claim, except that the threads 
t = {T, <,Z) used in the construction of N might contain clusters, i.e.. maximal (by 
inclusion) non empty sets 5 of T such that for all x,y £ S. x < y. But we can unravel 
them by a standard technique, preserving satisfiability. Notice that worlds labeled by 
nominals will never appear in clusters by conditions iv) and vii) in the definition of 
threads, and hence they will not be duplicated by the unraveling. The unraveled model 
will be a transitive tree. 

[<=} We should now prove that if f is satisfiable, then Bloise has a winning strategy. Let 
M be a transitive tree model such that M.w lh f. And let Mf = (Mf.Rf,Vf) be a 
transitive filtration of M under C7(f). By properties of filtrations we know that M! is 
finite and R' is transitive. Furthermore R? has maximal (and minimal) elements, i.e., 
those |m| £ Mf such that for all |m'| G M1', jR-^|m||m'| =*• ^ | m ' | | m | . Also, elements of 
i l ^ can be uniquely identified with Hintikka sets over Cl{£) (and we will treat them as 
such). But \Ml\ can still be exponential in |f |. 

For each element |m| G M* we can built a thread t as follows. For each (R-1)^ in 
|m| choose a minimal predecessor |m'| of \m\ which satisfies tp. Order t by Rf. Since 
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the filtration comes from a transitive tree, a standard argument shows that t is past 
saturated and hence a thread. Furthermore |£ is linear in |£|. We call such t a thread 
built from \m\ in M?. Let (p be a formula satisfiable in M)'. Then a thread for tp is a 
thread t from some \m\, such that M?, \m\ lh tp, but we require in addition that \m\ is 
^/-maximal satisfying tp, and that t is long, i.e., for all other threads t' built from \m'\ 
such that Mf, \m'\ lh tp, |£' < |£|. 

Let t be a thread built from \m\ and let |m'| be an element in t. Let \m"\ be an 
i?•''-successor of m'. It is not difficult to prove that there is a thread t' built from \m"\ 
that fits t at m'. Furthermore t' is linear in |£|. From this fact, 

(*) if t is a thread built from an element in M1 and \m\ is any element in £ such 
that A-!-̂ , |m| lh (R)tp- Then there is a thread for ip that fits t at |m|. 

All this machinery is used to specify Elloise's answers to challenges made by Vbelard. 
To show that Bloise can set up the board properly we use Theorem 7.28. The theorem 
says precisely that all past formulas and all necessarily pre-nominal future formulas can 
be satisfied using only a polynomial number of states. With this setup it is guaranteed 
that Vbelard can only point to defects (R)<p which are not necessarily pre-nominal future 
formulas. This ensures that in the case the antecedent of (*) above obtains, the needed 
fitting thread can be chosen not to contain any nominal or (R)i formula. 

With Bloise's groundwork taken care of, we now specify how 31oise answers the 
challenges of Vbelard. Suppose that Vbelard points to a defect formula (R)tp in an 
element \m\ in t. If S((R)<p) > 1, she answers with a thread t' provided by (*), again 
choosing t' to be maximal and long. As argued above she can answer with a thread in 
which neither i nor (R)i appears in t' above the fitting point. 

By obtaining threads from Ml', 31oise can always answer the moves of Vbelard. 
What remains to be checked is the condition on decreasing lengths when Vbelard plays 
a repeated formula. So assume that Vbelard has in a previous round chosen (R)tp € 
\m\ £ ti, and that Bloise answered with a long maximal thread £2. Furthermore he is 
nowr choosing (R)tp e \m'\ G £3. We know that Bloise can produce a long maximal thread 
£4 to answer the challenge. But it is immediate that if the size of £4 above \m'\ is greater 
than the size of £2 above \m\, then £2 was not a long maximal thread. 

Suppose now that S((R)ip) = 1 and let t1 be the thread previously played by 31oise 
as an answer, with tp e \nii\. Again by (*) we could produce a thread £' fitting £ at m and 
containing ip in some element \m'\. Furthermore, because of the decreasing condition, 
we know that this time she can choose £' to be very short. Actually \m\ is at "one step" 
from the ./^-maximal cluster satisfying tp, and 31oise can choose any element of such a 
cluster, in particular \m\\. H 

As we already mentioned, the game stops in time quadratic in the size of £, furthermore 
all the information ever played in the board can be encoded in polynomial space. Hence 
the theorem follows. QED 

What happens if we add E? Nothing — for we already have it: over transitive trees E^ 
can be defined to be ip V (R)ip V {R~l)p V {R-x){R)y. 

COROLLARY 7.31. The transitive tree Sat forW.N{{R~l), E) is PSPACE-complete. 
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7.5 Reflections 

The following table summarizes the most important complexity results we presented 
in the chapter and contrasts the effect of "hybridization" in terms of complexity, with 
respect to modal languages without nominals (M). 

Class of frames 
All frames 
Transitive 
Strict total orders 
Transitive trees 

MdR-1)) 
PSPACE 

PSPACE 

NP 
PSPACE 

HN({R-1),®) 
E X P T I M E 

E X P T I M E 

NP 
P S P A C E 

M((R~l),E) 
EXPTIME 

E X P T I M E 

NP 
PSPACE 

HH{{RTl),Q,E,D) 
E X P T I M E 

E X P T I M E 

NP 
P S P A C E 

Some comments concerning the table. Hybrid temporal logic has an ExpTiME-hard 
satisfiability problem over both arbitrary frames (Corollary 7.21) and transitive frames 
(Theorem 7.24). These results hold even without @, and only one nominal is needed to 
establish them. Matching E X P T I M E upper bounds hold for nominal tense logic, over 
both arbitrary and transitive frames, even if E is added (Corollaries 7.21 and 7.26). 
Over any class of strict total orders, the satisfiability problem for nominal tense logic is 
the same as that of basic tense logic (Theorem 7.27); for example, for the class of all 
strict total orders, nominal tense logic with E has an NP-complete satisfiability problem. 
Over trees, nominal tense logic (both with and without @) is PSPACE-complete (Theo
rem 7.29), even when extended with E or D (Corollary 7.31). With respect to pure-future 
fragments, Theorem 7.15 and Theorem 7.22 show that hybridization does not damage 
the fundamental complexity results for modal logics. Moreover, while adding E results 
in an ExpTiME-complete satisfiability problem over arbitrary frames [Spaan, 1993], we 
proved that over transitive frames the logic has a PSPACE-complete satisfiability prob
lem (Theorem 7.22). In other words, transitivity is enough to "tame" E, we don't need 
to restrict ourselves to the guarded form offered by @ in this case. 

Concerning hybrid languages with binders, in Theorem 7.1 we proved that even the 
fragment of % s (I) consisting of pure nominal-free sentences has an undecidable local K-
Sat problem. Only when we imposed severe restrictions, like considering only non-nested 
occurrences of I, we were able to regain decidability (Theorem 7.10). 

But perhaps the lesson to learn from this chapter lies rather on the methods we used 
to arrive to these results. We have used (indirectly through Spaan's result for K23) the 
technique of tiling to prove undecidability, or more directly the encoding of satisfiability 
problems of known complexity to establish lower bounds. We also used encodings for 
upper bounds, but in some of the most interesting cases (Theorems 7.15 and 7.29) we 
resorted to model constructions games. We were able to enhance these methods by using 
the spypoint technique which deserves to be more widely known. We believe that it will 
prove useful in more general settings, and the description logic community, for one, has 
already started to take advantage of it (see [Tobies, 2000a]). 


